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Abstract
The concepts of randomness and non-locality are intimately intertwined: outcomes of randomly chosen measurements over entangled systems exhibiting non-local correlations are, if we preclude instantaneous
influence between distant measurement choices and outcomes, random.
In this paper we survey some recent advances in the knowledge of the interplay between these two important notions from a quantum information
science perspective.
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Introduction

Intuitively, one describes the output of a given process as having some degree
of randomness when it is not completely predictable. The more random it is,
the more unpredictable it gets.
There is no randomness in classical mechanics. Given the initial positions
and momenta of the particles of a given classical system–which in principle we
can know with arbitrarily high accuracy– and their interactions, we can perfectly
predict the future positions to any desired degree of precision. Classical chaotic
systems are no exception to this.
In quantum theory, on the other hand, measurement results are unpredictable. The explanation for this unpredictability comes in different flavours:
in the Copenhagen interpretation, the measurement process is postulated as
random, whereas, for example, in Bohmian mechanics, it is deterministic but
the initial conditions are randomly distributed and fundamentally unknowable.
The question of determinism versus randomness in quantum mechanics is
intrinsically related to the theory’s feature that have puzzled scientists the most
since its origin: non-locality, the fact that measuring a property of a quantum
system can instantaneously determine the results of another property measured
on a distant system. Such kind of non-local influence was part of an important
debate inside the scientific community. In their article of 1935 entitled “Can
quantum-mechanical description of physical reality be considered complete?”,
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Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [1] argue that any theory making the same predictions as quantum theory and, at the same time, avoiding such spooky action at a
distance, as they called these non-local influences, has to postulate the existence
of “real properties” which, when taken into account, allow for the complete local
determination of the observations’ outcomes. Since orthodox quantum theory
does not include these, from the assumption of the impossibility of non-local
causation one has to conclude its incompleteness. That same year, in an article
with the same title, Niels Bohr argued otherwise.
It took almost 30 years for that discussion to substantially advance with
Bell’s 1964 celebrated result [2], which states that the predictions of quantum
mechanics for certain local measurements over spatially separated entangled
systems cannot be accounted for by any local theory. Furthermore, Bell provided
an experimental method to test whether Nature is, indeed, non-local or not [3–5].
One of the assumptions to derive Bell’s theorem –many times implicit in the
presentations– is the ability to choose the measurements in a manner which is
random conditioned to any state of affairs that may have any influence on the
measurement outcomes. Usually referred to as measurement independence or
free will, this assumption has also been termed no-conspiracy [6], a name that
properly describes the kind of scenario arising from rejecting it. This assumption has recently regain attention from the community [7–11] in an effort to try
to characterize the amount of randomness needed in Bell experiments. We will
review these results, which are not only of foundational interest, but also practical given the increasing interest in device independent quantum cryptographical
protocols [12–14] basing their security in Bell’s theorem.
Non-local theories can be deterministic as well as non-deterministic. It is
a consequence of Bell’s theorem that those which are deterministic have to allow for the statistics of local measurement outcomes to be influenced by distant
measurement choices. That is, they have to violate what is usually known as parameter independence, also, and rather misleadingly (see Section 4), referred to
as no-signaling principle in some of the quantum information literature [15,16].
If one opts to preclude the existence of such dependence (even when it does
not allow faster-than-light signalling, as in Bohm’s theory) and, so, accepts
indeterminism, as the Copenhagen interpretation does, results [15–17] in quantum information theory have shown that non-local systems can be used for the
information-theoretical task of randomness amplification (a task known to be
classically impossible).
Stepping up one level of abstraction, one can study how non-locality and
randomness compare as a computational resource. The fact that, even if we
allow our local theories the use of randomness shared amongst the systems, they
cannot reproduce the predictions of quantum mechanics, hints at the possibility
that non-locality, viewed as a resource for information processing tasks, is more
powerful than randomness. In this review we will focus in the advances [18–
20] that this realization has produced in the area of computational complexity
theory known as communication complexity.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a general introduction
to the theory of Bell non-locality. In Section 3 we review the recent literature
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on the study of the measurement independence assumption. In Section 4 we
move to the outputs and study their randomness. Section 5 is devoted to a
general account of the results about how non-locality improves over randomness
in communication complexity. Finally, in Section 6, we give a summary and
discuss future lines of research.

2

The Bell scenarios

The typical bipartite Bell scenario consists of two experimenters, Alice and
Bob, each one with a box with a finite number of inputs m (the measurement
choices) and a finite number of outputs r (the measurement outcomes). Let x
label Alice’s input choice and let a label the output (respectively y and b for
Bob). The object of interest is
p(a, b|x, y),
the joint probability distribution of the outputs given the inputs.
We say that such kind of probability distribution p is local when we can
identify a set of past common factors (usually referred to as hidden variables),
which we label λ, and when taken into account allow for the indeterminacies in
the outputs, if any, to decouple
p(a, b|x, y, λ) = p(a|x, λ)p(b|y, λ).

(1)

Since, in general, λ need not be the same over different runs of the experiment, and since it may even be out of our control, or hidden, we let it take
values over a set Λ according to a probability distribution p(λ). Combined with
the above factorized form, we can write
Z
p(a, b|x, y) =
dλp(λ)p(a|x, λ)p(b|y, λ).
(2)
Λ

Note that in writing p(a, b|x, y) as above there is an important assumption
being made: the hidden variables are independent of the (future) measurement
choices x and y, i.e.
p(λ|x, y) = p(λ).

(3)

We will discuss the implications of this assumption in Section 3.
Once we have a definition of what a local distribution is, it is easy to see
that some probability distributions arising in quantum theory are not local.
The way we doP
this is by coming up with a Bell inequality, that is, a linear
constraint I = abxy Iabxy p(a, b|x, y) ≤ IL over p which is satisfied by every
local distribution, but which can be violated by quantum distributions, i.e.,
distributions of the form
p(a, b|x, y) = tr(ρMa|x ⊗ Mb|y ),
3

(4)

where tr(·) is the trace operation, ρ is a density operator over a joint Hilbert
space HA ⊗HB of arbitrary dimension and
Mb|y are positive operators
PMa|x and P
over HA and HB respectively such that a Ma|x = b Mb|y = I.
For ease of presentation, let’s consider the simplest scenario: two inputs
per party x, y ∈ {0, 1} with two possible outputs a, b ∈ {−1, +1} each. In this
setting, there is a unique (up to relabelling of the inputs and outputs) inequality
that is tight on the set of local probabilities: the CHSH inequality [21, 22]
I := hA0 B0 i + hA0 B1 i + hA1 B0 i − hA1 B1 i ≤ 2,
P
where hAx By i = a,b abp(a, b|x, y). It is easy to see that if Alice and Bob are
√
given pairs of qubits in the singlet state |Ψ− i = (1/ 2)(|01i − |10i) and we let
x label spin measurements in orthogonal directions
eˆ1 and eˆ2 and
√
√ y label spin
measurements in the directions −(eˆ1 + eˆ2 )/ 2 and (−eˆ1 + eˆ2 )/ 2, the value of
I for the resulting distribution is
√
I = 2 2 > 2,
(5)
which we know from Tsirelson [23] is the maximum achievable by any quantum
distribution.
All these definitions and results about the theory of Bell non-locality, although sufficient for the purposes of this paper, are only a small part of a vast
theory which, for example, considers general multipartite scenarios with not
necessarily symmetric number of inputs and outputs per site, and other generalizations of the like. For a thorough and complete reference, see [24].

3

Randomness at the inputs

By Bayes’ rule, equation (3) is equivalent to
p(x, y|λ) = p(x, y).

(6)

This equation expresses the assumption that the inputs to a Bell test are chosen independently of the hidden variables. In the literature, this has received
various names: measurement independence [8], λ-independence [25], free will
[15] and no-conspiracy [6]. Complete independence of the measurement choices
from any physical parameter influencing the measurement outputs, which is typically justified by an appeal to the experimentalist’s free will [26], may seem too
strong of an assumption and one may wonder what happens with the validity
of Bell’s theorem when this requirement is, somehow, relaxed. This is of special
importance in cryptographical uses of Bell’s theorem, where the choice of measurement is delegated to physical systems whose random behaviour cannot be
guaranteed [14, 16].
In order to study the possibility of relaxing assumption (6) while still being
able to separate local from non-local theories, we need a way of quantifying the
dependence between the measurement choices and the hidden variables. In the
4

following, we review the measures proposed in the literature and the quantitative
results they allow to draw from Bell violations.
In [8], it is considered
Z
dλ|p(λ|x, y) − p(λ|x0 , y 0 )|,
(7)
M := sup
x,x0 ,y,y 0

the ‘maximum distance’ between the distributions of the underlying variable
for any two pairs of measurement settings. Clearly, with M = 0 we have full
measurement independence and with M = 2 we have that there are at least
two particular pairs of inputs (x, y) and (x0 , y 0 ) such that for any λ at most one
of these settings is possible and hence there is no free will in deciding between
them. With this, the fraction of measurement independence can be quantified
via
F := 1 − M/2.

(8)

It is then shown in [8] that only by giving up 14% of measurement independence (i.e. with F ≤ 86%), there is a local deterministic model of the singlet
correlations.
Another natural way of quantifying the dependence between the hidden variables and the measurement choices is through their mutual information [7]
I(x, y : λ) = H(x, y) + H(λ) − H(x, y, λ),

(9)

where H is the Shannon entropy. When x and y are independent of λ, I(x, y :
λ) = 0. On the other hand, if x and y are functions of λ, then I(x, y : λ) =
H(x, y). In [7] it is shown that for any Bell experiment with two inputs per party,
as in the CHSH scenario, there is a local model accounting for the observed
correlations with an amount of mutual information not bigger than one. For
example, in the ideal case of H(x, y) = 2, the model has I(x, y : λ) ≈ 0.85.
A more operational approach to the question of measurement independence
is taken by the authors of this paper and collaborators in [11]. They consider
the case in which the parties in a Bell test use pseudo-random numbers generators (PRNGs) to choose the inputs. They show that, in such scenario, there
is local model in which the hidden variables, after finitely many rounds and
without access to the PRNGs used by the parties, start to perfectly predict
the future measurement choices, allowing them to fake any non-local behaviour.
Granted, the possibility that physical hidden variables behave in this way is
quite implausible and conspiratorial (a feature, albeit, shared with most of the
other local models which exploit experimental loopholes [8, 27, 28]). However,
the scenario becomes significantly plausible when we consider a cryptographical
context in which we are not testing quantum mechanics but rather using devices
as black boxes received from some untrusted provider and basing the security
of our protocols on the observed non-local behaviour.
All these results seem to suggest that there needs to be a substantial degree
of randomness in the measurement choices if we want to see non-locality. Surprisingly enough, it has been shown that, on the contrary, in some scenarios nonlocality manifests even with arbitrarily small amounts of randomness [16, 29].
5

This is the key insight behind the theory of randomness amplification using
quantum non-locality, which we review in the following section.

4

Randomness at the outputs

The factorized form (1) is equivalent to the conjunction of
p(a|x, y, λ) = p(a|x, λ),

p(b|x, y, λ) = p(b|y, λ)

(10)

p(b|a, x, y, λ) = p(b|x, y, λ).

(11)

and
p(a|b, x, y, λ) = p(a|x, y, λ),

Condition (10) is usually referred to as parameter independence [30], although
it has also been dubbed no-signaling principle [15]. This last name is not to be
confused with the related notion of a no-signaling distribution, i.e. those which
satisfy
p(a|b, x, y) = p(a|x, y),

p(b|a, x, y) = p(b|x, y).

(12)

Every theory that is no-signaling at the level of the hidden variables, i.e. satisfying (3), also satisfies (12), but the converse does not hold (Bohmian mechanics
being the most prominent example of this).
Non-local correlations can be accounted for both by deterministic and nondeterministic theories. We say that a hidden variables theory is deterministic
when
p(a|x, y, λ), p(b|x, y, λ) ∈ {0, 1}∀a, b, x, y, λ

(13)

It is easy to see that every deterministic theory satisfies (11) and hence any
non-local deterministic theory has to violate parameter-independence. Now, the
question is
If we assume parameter-independence (10), what can we say about
the amount of randomness in the outputs of non-local systems?
This question has led to remarkable results in the information-theoretical
task of randomness amplification. The goal of randomness amplification is to
use an input source S of imperfectly random bits to produce perfect random
bits that are arbitrarily uncorrelated from all the events that may have been a
potential cause of them, i.e. arbitrarily free. In general, S produces a sequence
of bits x1 , x2 , . . . , xj , . . . with xj ∈ {0, 1} for all j such that
 ≤ p(xj |e) ≤ 1 − 

(14)

for all j and e, where 0 ≤  ≤ 1/2 and where the variable e can correspond to
any event that could be a possible cause of bit xj . Free random bits correspond
to  = 1/2; while deterministic ones, i.e. those predictable with certainty by an
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observer with access to e, correspond to  = 0. This type of randomness sources
is known as Santha-Vazirani (SV) sources [31]. The aim is then to generate,
from arbitrarily many uses of S, a final source Sf of f arbitrarily close to 1/2.
If this is possible, no cause e can be assigned to the bits produced by Sf , which
are then fully unpredictable.
It is a fundamental result in classical information theory that randomness
amplification is impossible using classical resources [31]. In the quantum regime,
on the other hand, it has been shown in a series of remarkable results in the last
years that randomness amplification is indeed possible [15, 16, 32]. The general
scheme followed by all these randomness amplification quantum protocols consist on using the input SV source to choose the measurement settings in a Bell
test and deriving from the observed violation a bound on the distance between
the distribution of the outputs at one of the parties and the uniform distribution. This bound is then proven to go to zero as the number of inputs settings
(i.e. the number of uses of the SV source) goes to infinity. In the following, and
for ease of presentation, we review the first of these protocols.
In [15], the authors provide a Bell test such that if an SV source with
0.442 <  ≤ 0.5 is used to choose the measurement settings, free random bits
are produced. More specifically, they consider a bipartite Bell scenario with N
measurements per party x ∈ {0, 2, . . . , 2N − 2} and y ∈ {1, 3, . . . , 2N − 1} with
two possible outcomes a, b ∈ {−1, +1} each. The Bell expression used is
X
I := P (a = b | 0, 2N − 1) +
P (a 6= b | x, y)
x,y|x−y|=1

which is lower bounded by 1 on local distributions and for which there are
quantum distributions such that
IN = 2N sin2

π
4N

(15)

which tends to 0 in the limit of large N . It is then shown that with N = 2r and
choosing the measurements for each party with r uses of an SV (1 − δ)-source,
for every P (a, b | x, y, λ) satisfying parameter-independence (10)
D (P (a, λ | x, y), λ(a) × P (λ | x, y)) ≤

I2r
2



1 + 2δ
1 − 2δ

2r

where λ(·) is the uniform distribution over {−1, +1} and D is the total variation
distance,
X
D(P, Q) =
| P (x) − Q(x) | .
(16)
x

Substituting I2r with the value of obtainable in quantum
theory (15), it is easy to
√
see that, in the limit of large r and provided δ < ( 2−1)2 /2 ≈ 0.086, this bound
goes to 0, implying that the distribution of Alice’s outputs is indistinguishable
from a fair coin.
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The authors of [15] also conjectured that a similar protocol should exist to
amplify randomness from arbitrarily weak randomness sources. In a remarkable
result [16], this conjectured was proven true, although the protocol presented
required a Bell scenario with an unbounded number of systems. Finally, this
limitation was recently overcome in [32], where a protocol that uses only two systems to perform full randomness amplification of arbitrarily weak randomness
sources is given.
Before ending this section, it is important to remark, once again, that the
conclusions of the above reviewed works rest on the assumption of parameterindependence. The existence of interpretations of quantum mechanics violating
parameter-independence, like e.g. Bohm’s theory, should refrain us from extrapolating their results to quantum mechanics itself (or Nature, for that matter).

5

Randomness vs. non-locality in communication complexity

Communication complexity theory, introduced by Andrew Yao in 1979 [33],
studies the communication requirements in the distributed computation of functions. More formally, given a function f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, it asks
how many bits, in the worst case, have to be exchanged between Alice holding
input x ∈ {0, 1}n and Bob holding input y ∈ {0, 1}n in order for him to output
f (x, y).

Alice

Bob

Input : x ∈ {0, 1}n

Input : y ∈ {0, 1}n

M1
M2
..
.
Mr

Output : f (x, y)
Transcript of
: Π(x,
y) = (M1 , . . . , Mr , output)
Figure 1: Illustration
Communication
Complexity’s model

A natural extension to this model is to allow the players to send messages
which still depend on the input and the previous messages but also on some
random string λ ∈ {0, 1}∗ . In this model, also defined by Yao [34], we allow error
with small probability. Since the computation is distributed, we can imagine
two kinds of randomness. The first one is private randomness where each player
has his own source of randomness which is unknown by the other player. The
second one is public randomness where the players share the same source of
randomness and can use it to coordinate their behavior. We can simulate private
randomness using public coins, and the natural question is how much one can
gain by using public randomness instead of private. Newman [35] showed that
the best that one can gain is logarithmic in the size of the input, so there is no
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significant difference between private and public randomness in communication
complexity.
The standard scenario of functions easily generalizes to the simulation of
probability distributions. Now, Alice gets input x, Bob gets input y, and after
exchanging bits, Alice has to output a and Bob b such that the joint distribution
is some given p(a, b | x, y).
This allows us to recast the theory of non-locality in the language of communication complexity: local distributions are those that can be simulated with
zero bits of communication and access to some shared randomness λ. It then
follows from its non-locality that in order to simulate the singlet correlations
with shared randomness, we need to communicate at least one bit of information. In fact, one bit is sufficient as proven in [36], a result later extended in [37]
to two bits for the correlations arising from two-outcome measurements over
arbitrary-dimension bipartite quantum states. The fact that in order to simulate non-local correlations we need a minimal amount of communication, brings
up the question of whether there are functions for which having non-locality as
a resource helps reduce its communication complexity.
Indeed, the very first protocol [38] offering an advantage on communication
complexity using quantum resources was based on a quantum violation of the
following 2-inputs-2-outpus tripartite Bell inequality due to Mermin [39]:
hA0 B1 C1 i + hA1 B0 C1 i + hA1 B1 C0 i − hA0 B0 C0 i ≤ 2.
This inequality is violated to its algebraic maximum of 4 by the correlations
arising from each party measuring in the
√ x̂ or ŷ spin direction over the shared
tripartite GHZ [40] state |GHZi := 1/ 2(|000i + |111i). In [38] it is shown that
players Alice, Bob and Charlie having access to these quantum correlations can
compute the function f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1},
f (x, y, z) = x1 · y1 · z1 + · · · + xn · yn · zn
by communicating two bits, while the best classical strategy needs three bits.
This approach of going from a Bell inequality violation to a function for which
there is a quantum communication complexity advantage was later generalized
to a large family of Bell inequalities in [41]. In parallel, other quantum protocols
offering a communication complexity advantage were being discovered [18,42,43]
for which, although suspected, it was not clear whether non-locality or other future of quantum mechanics was the responsible for the improved communication
efficiency.
In a recent breakthrough, it has been shown by Buhrman et al. [44] that,
indeed, non-locality is the key future of quantum mechanics responsible for the
advantages in communication complexity. More formally, they have shown that
for every communication complexity problem for which there is a quantum protocol achieving a (greater than quadratic) advantage over all classical strategies
with shared randomness, there is a Bell inequality and a quantum distribution
that violates it. This result, using different techniques, will be complemented
by one of the authors and collaborators in a forthcoming paper [45].
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6

Discussion

We have reviewed the relationship between the concepts of randomness and
non-locality from two different perspectives.
First, from a dependencies point of view, we have seen that, although arbitrarily small, you need randomness in the measurement choices in order for
non-locality to manifest itself. We have also seen that when this happens, quantum theories complying with parameter-independence, like the Copenhagen interpretation, predict that non-local correlations can be used to certify intrinsic
randomness.
Second, from a resources point of view, we have seen that non-locality is comparatively stronger than shared randomness when it comes to the distributed
computation of functions. In fact, it is the key future of quantum mechanics
providing its advantage over classical strategies.
Future lines of research are vast. For the measurement independence assumption, it would be interesting to understand the relationship between the
computability loophole recently presented in [11] and the measures of independence studied in Section 3. It does not seem obvious how to characterize the
fact that the measurement choices are made pseudo-randomly in terms of the
existing dependency measures. With regard to the randomness of the outputs
in Bell experiments, an interesting direction one can take is to move from a
statistical approach to an instances approach. That is, instead of looking at the
distribution of the outputs and studying how close it is from the uniform distribution, looking at individual sequences of outputs and studying how random
(or patternless) they are. This approach has been recently taken by Wolf [46]
using one of the tools that computer science provides for this task: the theory
of Kolmogorov Complexity [47]. Finally, in the area of communication complexity, one of the most important open questions is whether there exists total
functions for which the communication complexity using quantum resources is
exponentially smaller than using shared randomness. At present the only exponential separations known are for so-called promise functions, that is, functions
whose domain is a proper subset of {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n . For non-promise (or total)
functions, the biggest separations known are polynomial in n.
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